[Investigations of transient time-dependent spectral multi-channel measurement for shocked KCl crystal].
In this paper, the authors reported a new method for measuring transient time-dependent spectra using multi-fiber delay coupler and optical multi-channel analysis technique. The fiber delay coupler consists of five fibers with different lengths and its time-delay between two fibers is determined by the different fiber lengths. The light beams that came from the fiber coupler were coupled by a lens system into the slit of a spectrograph and formed a spectral pattern on the focus plane of the spectrometer. A two-dimensional CCD detector converted the optical pattern into an electrical pattern, and then the transient time-dependent spectra were obtained by a personal computer. The experimental setup was constructed, and the transient time-dependent spectra were measured for KCl crystal shocked by a high speed pill. The time resolution was 20 ns, and the spectral intensity resolution reached 1/18 bit.